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VALVE TEST PANEL, YTI4
The valve testing panel VT/4 is designed for measuring the Mutual Conductance of the
vilrious types of small valves in use in the Corporation. ft aho includes provisiorr for
measuring the Cathode to Heater Insulation of indirectly-heated valves and the emission of
Power Rectifier and Diode valves.
The mutual conductance (g,,,) of all valves in service should be checked preferably
once amonth but at least once every two months. Any valve found to have a mutual conductance less than that ]isted in the schedule for its en,1 of l,i,fe con&tctance should be rejected.
New valves direct from the makers are tested by the Research I)epartment before issue
and the value obtained for g,,, under the test conditions appears on the green label attached
to the valve. Except to check that they have not been damaged in transit, therefore, such
valves need not be further tested before being put int'o service. In the event, however, of a
valve being purchased locally, a mutual conductance test should be carried out, and if the
value obtained is less than that listed in the schedule for its acceptance limit condtctance,
it should be returned to the makers for replacement.

Principle of Operation
The amplifi.cation factor of a valve (g.) expresses the slope of the anode volts-grid volts
characteristic in terms of the change in anode voltage per volt change in grid potential,
dE,,

i.e.,

dz*
But the value of p is largely dependent upon the mechanical construction of the valve
and remains substantially unaltered even though there may have been considerable deterioration in the performance of the valve due to a falling ofi in the emission. Such deterioration,
however, results in a change of anode impedance and is made manifest by a change in the
slope of the anode current-grid volts characteristic. This quantity is termed the mutual
conductance (g,,,) and expresses the change in anode current measured in milliamperes per
d/"
go,
aolt change of grid potential, i.e.
dEs

Clearly, g- will decrease as the anode impedance (r") increases and therefore an
accurate check of the mutual conductance will indicate immediately any deterioration ir.r
the performance of the valve.
It is sufficient to measure the conductance at one fixed point of the characteristic and to
compare the result with the known conductance of a good valve of the same type at the same
point.
A simple method of measuring mutual conductance approximately is to change the grid
voltage by say I volt and to note the change of anode current produced. The definition of
mutual conductance given above, however, is only true provided that (i) the changes in grid
potential are small and (ii) the anode external impedance is zero, that is to say, the anode
voltage is maintained constant.
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The simple method of measurement mentioned is open to serious objection. In the first
place a one volt change in grid voltage is too great, especially with modern high gain valves,
even approximately to satisfy the first condition, while in the second place, to maintain the
anode voltage unchanged under the conditions of test, requires either a battery supply or
readjustment of the anode volts on changing the grid voltage. A mains-operated equipment
was, however, desired, preferably direct reading and simple to adjust.
Another method for measuring mutual conductance, based on the application to the grid
of a 50 c/s voltage is illustrated in Figure I and is that adopted in YT/4.
The valve is connecterl in the test circuit as shown and the values of H.T. and of D.C.

grid bias are adjusted to obtain the particular point on the characteristic at which the
measurement is to be made. A.C. at approximately 0.2Y,50 c/s, is then applied to the grid
of the valve under test, and an equal voltage in opposite phase is a,pplied to a calibrated slidewire resistance, by means of which a portion o{ this voltage is applied to the valve anode
through a resistance of I00 ohms. A galvanometer circuit is connected, via a condenser,
between the anode of the valve and the slider of the slide-wire, which is adjusted so as to
obtain no A.C. in the measuring circuit.
If the A-p. exciter voltage : Er,

I
the A.C. anode curren t'> ta

:9- 1,000E'
-

then the voltage developed across the 100 ohm
ANODE

BALANCING
A.C. SUPPLY.

O^-'="
resistance : I00 .fa-10
If the condition of balance is obtained with
a portion X of the slide-wire included in tho
anode circuit, the value of the balancing voltage
applied to the anode v'ill be X , Er.
Equating these two expressions we have

X,E,:#
g-:

lOX
That is to sa,y, g- is directly proportional to the
length of the porbion of the slide-wire included
GRID BIAS
in the anode circuit. The slide'wire scale can
D.C, SUPPLY.
thus be calibrated to enable the mutual conduct'
Eigure 1. Method of Measuring Mutual
to be directly read as soon as the balanced
ance
Conductance ernployed in VT/4.
condition obtains.
It vrill be obvious that a high degree of accuracy can only be assured i{ the resistance of
the slide-wire is made small compa."d *ith that of the anode resistance so that it will have
practically no efiect on the operating conditions of the valve. The actual value is. unimportant
order of magnitude. Similarly the actual value of the anode
so long as it is of the
"orru"t
resistance is unimportant, but obviously if the value is increased the voltage applied to the
GRID EXCITER
A.C SUPPLY.

whence
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in the sa,me proportion in order to make the condition of
obtainable. fn order to make negligible any variation of the voltage across the slidewire during the test the impedance of the anode balancing supply must be kept small relative
to the resistance of the slide-wire. Similarly, since the test is normally carried out at zero bias,
the impedance of the A.C. grid voltage supply also must be kept low in order to prevent
fluctuation of the voltage due to grid current. X'urthermore, to prevent the voltage of the
H.T. supply from varying at 50 c/s, the fundamental frequency of the anode current, the supply
circuit must be arra,nged to have a very low impedance at this frequency.

slide-wire must also be increased
balance

Circuit Description
The assembly consists of two panels, mounted either on a rack or on a trolley. The
larger panel incorporates all the essential parts such as meters, slide-wire, galvanomoter and
operating keys. The smaller panel contains valveholders for accommodating the various
'types of valve which may be required to be tested and switches for establishing the appropriate
connections to their sockets.
The apparatus is suitable only for operation on 50 c/s controlled A.C. supply mains of
200-250 volts. For operation from a lI0 vblt supply an ad.d.itional auto-transformer is
required. The standard model is not designed for operation on frequencies other than 50 c/s
nor directly from D.C. mains, nor is provision made for the use of battery supplies. Where
only a D.C. supply is available a motor alternator must be used.
The standard apparatus is arranged for the measurement of mutual conductance only
at the fixed point on the valve characteristic corresponding to 100 or lI0 volts on the anode
and zero grid bias. In special cases, however, e.g. for testing variable-pr, valves, it may be
desirable for a small negative potential to be applied to the grid so that measurements can be
made at more then one point on the characteristic. For this purpose a special grid-bias
supply unit with a very low impedance has been developed which provides a continuously
variable bias from zero to l0 volts negative. It should be particularly noted that no other
source of grid bias should be used for the prupose otherwise the readings obtained may be
inaccurate.
The layout of the front panel is shown in X'igure 2. The arrangement of the circuit of
the mutual conductance valve tester is shown in X'igure 3, and that of the associated valve
socket panel in Figure 4.
Referring to Figure 3, the filament supply circuit consists of a mains transformer with a
secondary winding having taps at 2,4,6,13, 26 and 40 volts and capable of giving an output
of 12 W. In series with the primary winding of the transformer, a variable resistance,
designated Adjust F'ilamentVolts. is provided andis of such a value as to give nearlycomplete
coverage between the tappings. A link, accessible when the back cover of the panel is removed,
is provided in series with the fllament supply. This can be withdrawn to permit of the connection of an external variable resistance, on the rare occasions when the value of filament

voltage required proves to be unobtainable with the normal adjustment provided. A
rectifier-type voltmeter is used with separate leads which are taken back to the valveholder
pins so that the actual voltage applied across them can be read. The voltmeter has two
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scales reading 0-6 and 0-40 and the range is automatically changed by the tap switch,
which is designated Set Filament Volts. An ammeter is provided for measuring the filament
curront and takes the form of a rectifier-t54pe of millivoltmeter actuated by a current transformer so that, the load introduced into the filament circuit is negligible. The meter has two
ra,nges reading 0-5A and 0-0.5.4., the Iower range being obtained by depressing a plunger
key which increases the transformer ratio.
For the high tension supply a conventional mains supply unit is used capable of

delivering f00 Y D.C. at any load up to 60 mA. Yery efficient smoothing is provided and
immunity from 50 c/s variation is secured by the connection across the D.C. supply of an
approximately tuned reactor and series condenger in order to make the impedance of the
supply very low at this frequency. This also serves to eliminate hum from the galvanometer
circuit which is connected between the H.T. supply and the anode of the valve. The supply
is controlled by a potentiometer, designated Adjust Anode Yolts, and the anode connection
is made via the slide-wire and a 100 ohm resistance. The anode current is read on a movingcoil milliammeter which actually requires only I mA for full scale deflection but is normally
shunted to read up to 100 mA. The voltage is measured by means of an extra high resistance
voltmeter connected between the anode and -cathode of the valve under test and passing
only I00pA at 100 volts.
A separate potentiometer connected between cathode and H.T. positive and designated
Adjust Screen Volts controls the screened grid voltage supply, which is decoupled in the
normal manner by a condenser connected between the slider and the cathode lead. The
voltage can be measured by depressing a plungor key designated Press to Read Screen
Volts, which transfers the voltmeter from the a,node to the screened grid circuit.
The exciter and anode balancin$ voltag,es are provided by a common mains transformer. The voltages in the two cases are equal but the anode balancing winding is conneeted so as to apply its voltage across the slide-wire in such a sense as to oppose the voltage
developed in the anode circuit due to the exciter voltage applied to the grid. The seeondary
impedance for both windings is approximately 0.IO and the voltage available in each case
approximately 0.2 V. The exact value is unimportant and obviously any variation in the
mains voltage will cause both supply voltages to vary equally. A link designated XY is
provided in the grid cathode lead in series with the exciter winding and is removed for the
connection of the grid bias unit when the latter is required.
The slide-wire has a resistance of about 0.5O and the full voltage o{ the transformer
would correspond to a mutual conductance of l0 mA/V. A small resistance in series with the
slide-wire, which is used for the initial calibration, reduces the maximum slide-wire reading to
8.5 mA/V. Ilowever, a key designated G- X 2 is provided by means of which a short-circuit
is placed across halJ of the anode resistance'and the range of measurement thus increased to
17 mA/V. A circular scale with a diameter of about 5" and a slow motion control is used
for making the readings and permits of an accuracy better lhan Lo/, over the whole range of
me&surement from 0-17 mA/V.
The measuring device consists of a sensitive vibration $alvanometer of the permanent
magnet t;rpe sharply tuned to 50 c/s. The reading is provided by a miruor motrnted at the
centre of the vibrating element which projects a spot of light on to a ground-glass screen.
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When the instrument is passing A.C. the spot sweeps over the screen tra,cing out a beam of
illumination extending an equal distance on either side of the centre line, the amplitude of
the 'spread' being proportional to the ourrent. When the condition of balance is achieved
a circular spot of light is obtained on the centre line. The galvanometer may, however, be
tuned to any frequency between about 45-52 c/s. Therefore, where the frequency of the
supply mains is not accurately controlled, or where a motor alternator is used to provide an
A.C. supply from D.C. mains, the instrument can be tuned to the precise frequency of the
supply available and, provided the supply frequency does not'hunt'by more than f I c/s,
the apparatus will work satisfactorily. The sensitivity of the apparatus at other frequencies
is ]ess than that at 50 c/s due to the fact that the transformers in the power supply circuits
and the tuned A.C. shunt across the II.T. supply circuit have been designed to have a maximum
efficiency at 50 c/s. The sensitivity of the instrument is, however, much greater than that
necessary io give the required accuracy of measurement and is accordingly reduced by placing
a heavy shunt across it. The shunt has been made variable in order to permit of calibration
and compensation where the galvanometer is tuned to a frequency other than 50 c/s.
In the case of d,irectly heateil valves the E.T. negative return is to the centre point of the
filament and it is, therefore, necessary to determine lhis accurately, otherwise hum will be
introduced from the fiIament into the anode circuit and will result in a false reading of the
mutual conductance. A variable potentiometer, designated Adjust Zero, is therefore provided across the filament supply with its slider connected to the cathode lead. To determine
the true electrical centre of the filament, the conductance dial is set a,!' zero, so that there will
be no A.C. applied to the anode from the balancing winding, the H.T. is applied, and the
plunger key, designated Press to Set Zero, is depressed. The latter operation isolates the
grid from the A.C. excite.r winding and connects it via 50O to the cathode. Any A.C. present
in the anod.e circuit under these conditions will be due to excitation from the filament circuit.
The potentiometer, designated Adjust Zero, is therefore rotated until there ceases to be any
d.eflection on the galvanometer, in which condition the true electrical centre of the filament
will have been found. The release of the plunger key restores the grid voltage connection.
The anode current meter is also used for measuring the insulation resistance between
cathod.e and heater of ,i,nd,irectly-heated, valves. The plunger key, designated Press for Cathode Insulation, when clepressed, connects the voltmeter &s &n ohmmeter in series with the
H.T. + supply lead and the heater'filament via the potentiometer designated Adjust Zero,
the cathode being connected to H.T. -. The insulation resistance at I00 volts can then be
read directly on the auxiliary scale provided on the meter.
In the Normal position of the 3-position switch, the anode circuit is ananged for the
measurement of mutual conductance. If the switch is moved to the position marked Power
Rectifiers Only a resistance is connected in the anod.e circuit, such that normal rectifying
valves in good condition will pass at least 50 mA of anode current per anode at 100 volts.
In the position marked Diodes Only a much higher resistance is provided and the shunt
removed from the anode current meter. Diodes in good condition will pass at least 0.8 mA
at I00 volts.
Refeping to Figure 4, a set of valveholders for 5-pin, 7-pin, 9-pin a,nd octal based valves
is provided on the valveholder panel. Connectors are also provided for making the top-cap
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or side-terminal connections required with some valves. The anode, screened grid, control
grid, and cathode or suppressor connections from the main panel are brought down to the
movable arms of a set of rotary switches, by means of which the appropriate connections to
the pins of the valve holders, and to the top-cap or side-terminal, where fltted, can be made.
The filament or heater pins of each valveholder are permanently wired, except in the case
octaL.aL.
loa.

EBC,

--,.....-

octaL.FtL.
67.

6

B.-Bonni,ng of Sueens

Note.-The 0.000ur.f'

aond,emsers

;

S.T

.-Side Terminal ;

T

.C.-Valtse Top Calt

are omitted, on, l,ater rnoilel'e due to rearrangem,ent oJ screening

Figure 4. valveholder

panel.

Drauin4 86376' rscue 2'

of the holder for octal based valves, some of which have the heater connected between pins
2 arLdT and some between pins 2 and 8. An additional switch is therefore provided for making
the appropriate connection to this valveholder. It is only iu the case of valves with 5-pin
bases that the pin to which the cathode is connected ma,y vary ; in all other valves the cathode
is always connected to one particular pin. Except in the case of the 5-pin valveholders,
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therefore, the cathode connection is permanently wired. The switch marked Cathode or
Suppressor controls the cathode connection only in the case of the 5-pin holder ; in the case
of the other vavlveholders

it controls only the suppressor connection. Very complete screening

of the control grid circuits is carried out so as to prevent oscillation due to feed back. This
is extremely important in view of the high mutual conductance of many of the valves which
have to be tested. The low value of the grid circuit impedance assists considerably in overcoming errors due t,o capacity currents and thus enables a, very high degree of screening to
be fairly simply obtained. The main panel and the valve-holder panel are interconuected
by terminal blocks so that any new valveholders that may be required in the future can be
added to the valveholder panel without dieturbing the main panel.

Setting-Up the Apparatus for Use
The mains plug should be inserted bo correspond with the voltage of the inioming supply
and a UU.5 or equivalent rectifier valve inserted in position at the back of the panel. The
switch marked mains should then be operated.
Power is thereby applied to the primary windings of the II.T., exciter, and filament
transformers. A voltage will be developed a,cross tfte output of the II.T. supply circuit, but
since there is no valve in arry of the valveholders and the II.T. switch is open, there will be
no current in either anode or screened grid circuits. A voltage also appears in the fiIament
circuit and the filament voltmeter will read a value near that indicated by the position of the
selector switch. The indicator lamp associated with the mains switch and the lamp in the
telescope of the galvanometer will both light from the 6 volt, winding of the exciter transformer.
The lamps used are Osram S-volt, 1.6 watts, MES Reference OS.7588. A.C. from the
anode balancing winding of the exciter transformer will be applied across the slide-wire and
thus across the galvanometer input in series with the anode resistance. The galvanometer
should therefore read and, i{ the conductance dial is sot at zero, a spot should appear at
the centre of the ground-glass screen.
If no spot is formed it may be due either to failure of the lamp in the telescope or to displacement of the telescope so that the light is not directed on to the mirror.
The cover should be removed from the back of the panel, the malns switch first being
placed in the off position and the mains plug being withdra,wn, in order to obviate all possibility of accidental short-circuits. The mains plug should then be replaced and the mains
switch operated. The conductance dial should remain set at zero. Assuming that the
telescope lamp is found to be alight, the position of the telescope, the base of which is fitted
with a universal joint, should be adjusted so as to direct the light on to the mirror.
An adjustment is provided whereby the lens in the telescope can be moved longitudinally
in the outer housing in order to focus the lamp. When the lamp is correctly focussed a
sharp image of the filament will be obtained on the mirror of the galvanometer. A welldefined spot should then be obtained on the screen.
If the spot does not fall on the screen, or is not central on the scroen, the galvanometer
itself must be adjusted. Adjustment in the vertical direction can be made by rotating the
galvanometer body in its trunnions, and adjubtment in the horizontal direction by altering
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the angle of the mirror by means of an adjusting screw at one end of it. Whenever any adjustment is made the position of the telescope will of course also need to be readjusted so as to

obtain maximum illumination on the screen.
The sensitivity and tuning of the galvanometer should then be checked. The tuning
should be such that the 'spread ' is a maximum for any particular setting of the sensitivity,
and the sensitivity should be such that when the conductance dial is set at 8.5 mA/V the
'spread' just covers the full width of the screen. The tuning can be adjusted by slightly
turning a screw which will be found on the body of the galvanometer at the opposite end to
that controlling the angle of the mirror, and the sensitivity is adjusted by the potentiometer
located near the galvanometer which controls the value of the shunt.
Some of the early types of galvanometer have been found to exhibit slight stretching
of the phosphor bronze wire, and in some cases the stretch has sent the tuning range of the
galvanometer beyond the normal range of the adjusting screw. If, therefore, it should be
found impossible with the adjusting screw to tune the galvanometer correctly on either side
of the resonant point, the galvanometer complete with its magnet should be removed from
the apparatus, carefully packed and returned to Valve Section, Research Department, for
re-tuning. It is inadvisable to attempt to repair galvanometers on site, as special wire and
special solder for making off the end have to'be used and the wire has to be heat-treated
after assembly.

Mutual Conductance Test
The valve to be tested should be looked up in the Mutual Conductance tables in the
Schedule of Small Valves (Item l2.l). The code number of the valve will be found in
the left-hand column of the appropriate table, and against it, in the fourth column, appears
the class of base with which it is fitted. This should then be looked up in the Valve Baso
Connection tables included in the same fnstruction, which detail the manner in which the
various pins are connected.
The Set Filament Volts switch should be set to the range nearest the value of filament
voltage quoted for the valve in the Mutual Conductance tables and the valve inserted in
the appropriate socket. The mains switch should then be closed and the voltage applied to
the fi.lament adjusted accurately to the value listed, by means of the Adjust Filament
Volts rheostat. The filament current can be read on the ammeter provided. lf the current
is less than 0.5 A the lower range of the meter may be used by depressing the press-key provided

on the panel by the side of the

meter.

The fi.lament voltage selecting switch automatically

of the voltmeter when 6 Y is exceeded.
By means of the rotary switches on the valveholder panel the anode, screened

changes the range

grid.,

control,grid and cathode or suppressor grid connections to the various pins of the valveholder
in use should be set up in accordance with the connections listed for the particular class of
valve base. Any switch not in use, e.g. the Screened Grid switch when testing a triode,
shorrld be placed in the Off position. (The fiIament connections in the case of all the valveholders except that for octal based valves, on which they are completed via an auxiliary switch,
and the cathode connection in the case of a! except the S-pin valveholder, aro permanently
wired.)

I
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The conductance dial should be set at zero and the II.T. switch should then be madeThe anode voltage and anode current can be read on the appropriate meters, a,nd the screen
vol{;s on the anode current meter by depressing the press-key located alongside it. Individua}
potentiometers are provided for adjusting the two voltages but since the anode current,
depends upon the screened grid voltage, and the adjustment of either alters the load on the
rectifier, the two adjustments cannot be made independently of one another. The correct
settings are fairly quickly obtained by the process of trial and error, involving the checking
and resetting of the anode voltage after each adjustment of the screened grid voltage and the
subsequent rechecking and readjustment of the latter.
Eor all valves requiring an anode current of less than 60 mA, the testing conditions for
the various types of valves are as follows, E- in every case being zero.

Triodes

E"

:

100

E. : 100,

Tetrodes (other than KT types)
Pentodes and KT type Tetrodes

E,e

E. : ll0, 8",

:

80

100,

E"up

:

0

Some of the larger valves take an anode current greater than 60 mA at 100 volts on anode
or screen, consequently, since the rectifier will not supply 100 volts at currents greater than
60 mA, the conductance must be measured at a loyer voltage, generally 50 volts. The
valves to whieh this applies are suitably indicated in the conductance tables.
In the case of ualaes w,ith d,irectly-heated, filaments it is necessary before attempting to
measure the conductance, first to return the H.T. negative to the centre point of the filament.
This is done by retaining the conductance dial a!, zero, operating the press-key marked Press
to Set Zeto, and by slowly rotating the control marked Adjust Zero until a clear cut spot is
obtained on the galvanometer screen. The press switch should then be released. Since the
electrical centre may vary even for valves of the same type and make, this adjustment must
be made afresh for each valve with a directly-heated filament.
The conductance dial should then be rotated until a clear-cut spot of light is formed at
the centre of the screen. The conductance can then be directly read on the scale. If the
conductance is greater than 8.5 mA/Y it will not be possible to obtain a clear-cut spot unless
the press-key, designa,ted G,, x 2, located alongside the conductance dial, is operated. In
this case the mutual conductance will be double the figure indicated on the scale when a clearcut spot of light is formed.
Certa,in high-conductance pentodes or tetrodes are liable to oscillate when being tested
in the bridge. The object of the 0.0001pX' condensers shown in the diagram, X'ig. 4, is to
suppress this oscillation. It has been found, however, tha,t these condensers are not always
successful. They are therefore now omitted and instead distributed capacity is introduced
by cutting back the screening of the cable and connecting some of these cables to the cathode.
In practically every case this has been found to be a complete cure, but it is not impossible
that oscillation may still occur in some isolated instances. In order to detect whether a
valve being tested is free from oscillation, the control grid termina,l of the valve should be
lightly touched with the finger. If the light spot on the galvanometer screen does not move,
then no oscillation is present. If, however, a movement of more than about I mm is detected,
then it is possible f,hat the valve is oscillating. A cure can usually be effected by connecting

t0
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a 0.0001pF condenser from either the anode, control grid or screen grid terminal direct to the
cathode pin by very short leads. Should this not effect a cure the Valve Section, Research
Department, should be notified.

Heater-Cathode Insulation
By operating the press-key marked Press for Cathode Insulation the anode voltmeter
becomes an ohmmeter connected for reading the insulation resistance at the anode voltage
between filament and cathode in the case of i,nd,irectl,y-heateil,aalaes, the cathode being made
negative with respect to the heater. The resistance is indicated on the lower scale of the

voltmeter. Good valves should have a resistance greater than 3 MQ
In the case of some valves, however, the heater-cathode insulation may be as low as
I Megohm without the performance of the valve being afiected. No hard and fast rule can
be laid down as to the lowest value of heater-cathode resistance which can be tolerated in
practice. Valves should not, therefore, be rejected because they have a heater-cathode
insulation resistance lower than 3 Megohms unless some other factor influencing the performance of the valve has been noted, or unlqss a number of other valves of similar type
have indicated a much higher resistance.
The heater-cathode insulation test will be non-operative with directly-heated valves.

Testing Power Rectifiers
n'or testing power rectifiers, whether directly or indirectly-heated, all switches on the
valveholder panel should be set at Off. The 3-position switch should be operated to the
position designated Power Rectifiers Only. The filament voltage switch should be set to
the appropriate range and the valve inserted in the valveholder and the filament voltage
adjusted to the correct value by means of the Adjust Filament Volts control. Each of
the anodes is tested in turn. The anode switch on the valveholder panel should be set to
make connection with the anode to be tested, the H.T. should then be switched on and the
anode volts adjusted to I00. (For some high voltage fiIament indirectly-heated rectifiers,
it is also necessa,ry to make the cathode connection.) The anode current will be indicated
on the anode current meter. The H.T. should then be switched ofi and the anode switch on
the valveholder panel moved to make connection with another of the anodes which should
then be similarly tested. For normal rectifiers the anode current should be of the order of
50 mA per anode. On the cornpl,etion of the test th,e \-position lcey should, be restoreil, to the

Normal

positi,on.

Testing Diodes
Diodes are tested in the s&me manner a,s powor rectif.ers except that the test is made
with the 3-position switch in the position designated Diodes Only. In this position the anode
current meter is unshunted and reads I mA full scale. Most diodes in good condition will
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show a current exceeding 0.8 mA at 100 volts II.T. (The diode elements of complex valves,
e.g. double-diode triodes, may be similarly tested by suitable connection o{ the valveholder
switches). (Igton th,e wmTtletion of th,e test the }-Ttosi,tion key shoulil, be rettnneil, fo Normal.

Valves with Non-Standard Bases
Some valves, for example special diodes, are fitted with non-standard bases a,nd certairr
other valves, for instance a 2-volt double pentode, although fitted with a standard base, have
non-standard connections. Should it become necessary to test any number of these valves,
Ya1ve Section, Research Department, should be communicated with and an adaptor will
be provided.

Precautions

'(l)

Always see that the filament voltmeter switch is correctly set before inserting
valve or switching on the mains.

as

(2) Seo that the switch marked Normal, Power Rectifiers, and Diodes is in the
correct position. Neaer measwre coniluataibe unless thi,s swi,tch is af Normal.
(3) Before making the H.T. switch, see that the correct connections are made by means
of the switches on the valveholder panel.
(4) Never move the valveholder switches unless the H.T. switch is off.
(5) Never remove the back cover unless the mains plug is pulled out.
(6) Do not interfere with the galvanometer moro than is absolutely necessary. Once

it

has been set up

it

should require no adjustment unless the frequency of the supply

is changed.

(7) Owing 1o itrg high sensitivity, the anodo voltmeter may sometimes 'stick' slightly.
In this case it will be desirable to tap the meter gently when setting the anode volts
or measuring the heater-cathode resistance.
(8) At the commencement of the test some valves may not give a clear-cut spot but
generally this will gradually improve if the valve is left in circuit for a few minutes
with the filament and H.T. supplies switched on. If, however, after some minutes
the spot still remains out of focus, primary emission from the grid should be suspected,
but if ever5rthing else be normal this will not as a rule be sufficiently serious to warrant
rejection of tho valve.
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